Ten Glorious Years

This is a special version of Toughie 2166, with some blog-related clues replacing the originals, used for the presentation on the occasion of the Tenth Anniversary of Big Dave's Crossword Blog.

Across
7 Swinging Kiwis making point change summer habits (7)
8 Compositions from a Lad by a gate to Shropshire (7)
10 Bud Street's included in A to Z book (10)
11 What's left in Toughie diagram? I can help (4)
12 Untried name crossword enthusiasts should put about (8)
14 What setter must check for with son (6)
15 A possible cause of death on board, CS tackled in manoeuvres (11)
19 Being set back

Down
1 Frolicsome nut in pool (7)
2 What clues up Kath in Tilsit's posting (4)
3 Yarn without end Digby's spinning one condensed? (6)
4 Weakness in the end solvers frequently see (4,4)
5 Toy you shouldn't have received having broken the speed of sound (10)
6 Colonel presenting large front to dominate the Zones of Gascoigne on Hamilton's Field (7)
9 Where things happen unmoderated, 'fat' creator's sacked (4,7)
13 So Bufo moves from south of plain before bear with a cut (2,3,5)
16 In singularly drink-induced disorder, welcome bread for Laureate (8)
17 Sensible distance out of reach of talons? Frustrated falcon's released (7)
18 Clue for Senf is ... Give "Miffy" cuddles (7)
21 Love beginning to solve cryptic with pre-eminent team (6)
24 Move on - without husband, it's clarified (4)